**Application and Admission Procedures**

- All applicants shall submit their application in both Chinese Government Scholarship Information System (https://studyinchina.csc.edu.cn/) and Beihang International Student Online Application System (https://admission.buaa.edu.cn). Applicants shall be careful with your choice for the correct Program Category "TYPE B" and accurate Agency Number for Beihang University "10006" in Chinese Government Scholarship Information System.
- Beihang will organize qualification review, preliminary interview, and academic review in different batches. Interview will be online, through ZOOM or Tencent meeting platform. The best candidates will be recommended according to the comprehensive evaluation processes and results.
- Beihang University shall submit the recommended candidates list and their application documents to the CSC; the CSC will organize designated experts to examine applicants’ eligibility and academic performance, select and finalize the short-list candidates.
- The admission notices and relevant documents will be sent by Beihang University to the successful candidates via e-mail or express delivery.

**Please notice:**
- *Please ensure that the application information submitted and the documents uploaded in the two systems are consistent. Otherwise, your application will be treated as invalid and incomplete.*
- *The major you choose should be consistent with the major of your supervisor, major and supervisor cannot be changed after admission confirmation.*
- *The application progress and admission results and other relevant notices will be released in stages through the official website of “Study at Beihang” (http://is.buaa.edu.cn), Beihang International Student Online Application System (https://admission.buaa.edu.cn) and the email box you filled in when applying. Please log on the website, application system and email box regularly to stay up to date.*
- *Beihang university never authorize any intermediary agency to carry out scholarship enrollment. Please do not trust paid services and false promises from intermediaries.*
- *Hard copies of the documents are not required in the application 2023.*

For more information, please visit the official website of "Study at Beihang" - Chinese Government Scholarship High-level Postgraduates Program at Beihang University: https://is.buaa.edu.cn/en/jxj/cgs_hlppbh.htm
About Beihang

Beihang University, established in 1952, is the first university in China focusing on aeronautical and astronautical education and research, and one of the "Double First-Class" universities in China. Over the past 70 years since its founding, Beihang has become a top, World-renowned comprehensive, research-oriented university in China. The university has flourishing disciplines with distinctive features, it covers 11 disciplines, including engineering, sciences, management, humanities, law, economics, philosophy, education, medicine, art and inter-discipline. It has obvious comparative advantages in aerospace, instruments, materials, software, control, computer, mechanics, transportation and other disciplines.

Beihang implements the “Global Campus Plan” to extend the Beihang campus to all corners of the world and let its students fully enjoy global high-quality educational resources.

Program Introduction

Chinese Government Scholarship High-level Postgraduate Program is a full-time and full scholarship program sponsored by the Chinese Scholarship Council (CSC).

- Program Duration
  Master program: 2-3 years
  Doctoral program: 4 years

- Scholarship Coverage
  1. Tuition fees
  2. Free university dormitory or accommodation subsidy
  3. Stipend: Master's students: CNY 3,000 per month
    Doctoral students: CNY 3,500 per month
  4. Comprehensive medical insurance: CNY 800 per person per year

Eligibility

1. Be a citizen of a country other than the People’s Republic of China, and be in good health both mentally and physically.
2. Requirement of education certificate and age:
   • Be a bachelor's degree holder under the age of 35 when applying for master's programs
   • Be a master's degree holder under the age of 40 when applying for doctoral programs
3. Language Proficiency:
   • Have passed the HSK (Level 4) when applying for Chinese-taught postgraduate program
   • Have relevant English proficiency certificates when applying for English-taught postgraduate program

Application Period

The program application starts from Oct. 25, 2022 to Feb. 20, 2023

- Applicants are suggested to submit online application including required application documents as early as possible due to the limited scholarship quotas.

Major List

Scan the QR code below to see the 2023 Major List of Postgraduate Programs for International Students at Beihang University.

Online Application Portal

It is required to apply through both of Chinese Government Scholarship Information System and Beihang International Student Online Application System.

- Chinese Government Scholarship Information System:
  https://studyinchina.csc.edu.cn

Required Application Documents

1. Application Form for Chinese Government Scholarship
2. Copy of Passport Home Page
3. Notarized highest diploma. Prospective diploma winners must submit official proof of student status by their current school
4. Academic transcripts (from the undergraduate program onwards)
5. Language qualification certificates
   • Applicants for Chinese-taught programs must submit valid HSK reports (HSK Level 4 or above) within 2 years
   • Applicants for English-taught programs shall provide relevant English proficiency certificates. The minimum scores for different English tests are: IELTS 6.0 Academic, TOEFL 90, or Duolingo 105, within 2 years. It is recommended to submit GRE scores at the same time (if any)
6. Acceptance letter
7. A study plan proposal
8. Two letters of recommendation from professors or associate professors
9. Example of art. To apply for majors related to art or design, applicants could submit their own works
10. Foreigner Physical Examination Form and blood test report within 6 months
11. Non-criminal record report issued by the local public security authority within 6 months
12. Integrity commitment letter
13. Resume
14. The list of application documents

Application Fee

Application fee: CNY 400 or USD $70

Supervision and Guarantee Mechanism

The recruitment of international students is supervised by the supervision office of Beihang University, which requires the enrollment plan shall be open, the selection methods shall be fair, and the admission results shall be publicized.

Tel: +86-10-82338830
E-mail: jwxf@buaa.edu.cn